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Tournament administration 

How to log in to a tournament as “tournament official”  

All “tournament officials” MUST log in to the tournament to gain access to features needed by them 

throughout the tournament. These features are discussed below. Some will only be available to 

specific “officials” (e.g. Tournament Setup – Official matt allocation will only be available to an Official 

and not an Admin official).  

 

In order for “tournament officials” to log in at the tournament they need to be granted access to do so 

by the Tournament Admin (Tournament Secretary).  

 

On the log in screen select “Log in as Tournament Official” in the far right hand corner. The display 

will then change to a different log in screen. Select the tournament that you are working at from the 

“Tournament” tab. Then use you official card to log in. The barcode number can be found under the 

barcode of your card however you can also scan the barcode to enter it. Your password is the first 

digits of your ID number.   

 

 

NOTE: your barcode will change every year as your club renews your registration. The first 

two numbers will change to the year of registration and the remaining digits will stay the 

same. The digits will change when you transfer clubs. E.g. barcode: 18AO098611  

 18 refers to the year 2018.  

 AO refers to the type of official (in this case Admin Official).  

 098611 is the remaining numerical sequence which stays the same every year the 

admin officials’ registration is renewed.   
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Important menus: 

Home: 

The home screen contains the statistics of your tournament: 

Name: the name of the tournament  

Date: the date of the tournament  

Type: the type of tournament.  

Pairing system: the type of pairing system that will be used at the tournament.  

 

The pairing system can be either SA Double Elimination or FILA.  

 SA Double Elimination: this is a double elimination system wherein 5 and fewer wrestlers in a 

bracket will wrestle NORDIC; 6-7 wrestlers in a bracket will wrestle NORDIC POOL. 8 and 

more wrestlers in a bracket will wrestle SA Elimination where A leg final is the final of the 

bracket and a semi-final will only take place if the winner of the B leg and the looser of the A 

leg has not yet wrestled each other on the day.  

 

 FILA: Typical pairing system used at National Championships; 5 and less wrestlers in a 

bracket will wrestle NORDIC; 6-7 wrestlers in a bracket will wrestle NORDIC POOL and the 

rest will wrestle FILA Elimination where the wrestlers loosing will be eliminated from Gold and 

Silver opportunity; and repecharge are wrestled to determine two bronze medal winners.  

 

Entries: number of entries for your tournament. 

Brackets: number of bracket’s there are entries for (i.e. number of pairing lists that will be populated 

once generated). This number might change after weigh in has been completed should the 

tournament have a lot of weight changes during the weigh in process. 

Verified: the number of wrestlers who have already gone through medical and weigh in.  

Strapping: the number of wrestlers requiring strapping. 

 

This screen will continuously update live throughout the medical and weigh in process. 
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Tournament setup 

This tab will allow you to add information needed for your tournament such as brackets, prices and 

pre-tournament mat allocation.  

Adding brackets to your tournament 

After creating a tournament you will notice that it will not have any brackets. You must add the 

brackets yourself. To do this select the “Tournament Setup” tab and select “Brackets”.  

 

 

This will take you to the “Tournament Brackets” window. To add a bracket click on the blue “Create” 

button. 

 

 

This will open the “Create Brackets for Tournament” box. Here you can add brackets to your 

tournament. Do this by clicking the green “Add” button next to the bracket you want to add. 
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The filters at the top of the screen can be used to search for more specific brackets. The system will 

highlight the brackets in red if they have already been added to the tournament.  

 

 

Adding prices to your tournament:  

Under the “Tournament Setup” tab select “Category Prices”.  

 

 

This will open the “Tournament Prices” window. To create a price for a category click on the orange 

“Create” button. To edit an existing price click the blue “Edit” button next to the price you want to edit. 

You can sort through the prices by using the filter at the top of the screen.  

. 
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Creating a pre-tournament mat allocation:  

Under the “Tournament Setup” tab click “Pre-Tournament Mat Allocation”. 

 

 

This will take you to the mat allocation window. Here you can do a pre-tournament mat allocation. 

This needs to be done in order to print a mat allocation report for the clubs that entered as well as for 

the public. This screen also enables the tournament entries to be published and viewed via the SAWF 

website.  

 

The screen will display all the brackets in a descending order according to the Registered Bracket list 

(see adding brackets to your tournament on how to create the Registered Bracket list). It will also 

display the number of wrestlers entered into the event and the number of matches should there be no 

weight changes during the weigh in process and if all entered wrestlers actually pass medical and 

weigh in.  

 

To do the pre-tournament mat allocation simply select the number representing the mat (in green) to 

allocate the bracket to that mat. The number of mats are determined by the number of mats that was 

set when creating the tournament. This can be adjusted up until weigh in has stated. 
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If you want to undo the mat allocation simply click the red “None” button next to the bracket which has 

been placed incorrectly. 

 

 

You can easily find brackets by using the filters at the top of the screen.  

 

 

As you allocate brackets to mats the system will calculate and display the number of wrestlers and 

matches per mat and display it at the top of the screen.  
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Managing access for tournament officials: 

The Tournament Admin MUST give access to all tournament officials who must work on with the 

system. This includes scale officials, medical officials, mat officials and admin officials.  

To do this select “Manage Officials Login” from the “Tournament Setup” tab. 

 

 

This will open the Manage Officials Login for Tournament window. Select the tournament from the 

“Tournament” filter. Then select the type of official from the “Type” filter and click the green “Search” 

button.  

 

 

Once the system displays the list of officials simply click on the green “Login enabled” button next to 

the official who needs to be able to login.   

Doing the official mat allocation:  

This function is only available to the Head Official at the tournament. Once you have logged in select 

“Official Mat Allocate” from  the “Tournament Setup” tab. 
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This will open the Official mat allocate window.  

 

 

Here you can also enable the login for your officials. To allocate officials to mats click on the number 

representing the mat that you want to allocate an official to. If you make a mistake simply select the 

correct number. If you want to undo the allocation of the official click the red “None” button.  

 

 

To print the allocation click on the red “Print” button.  
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Tournament Management 

Viewing Entries:  

Under the “Tournament Management” tab select “Entries”. 

 

 

This will take you to the “Entries” screen. This contains the list of all the entries for the tournament and 

will be populated with the medical and weigh in data as the wrestlers go through the system. Before 

the medical and weigh in has stated only the basic entry data will be displayed and the rest will be 

empty.  

 

   

The following is a brief list of what each column means:  

 Reg bracket: used to display the bracket that the wrestler was entered for.  

 Final bracket: used to display the bracket the wrestler is placed in after he has weighed and 

any weight change was approved.  

 Lot#: used to display the lot number that was randomly allocated to the wrestler when he 

scanned his weigh in card at the medical station.  

 Weight: used to display the actual weight entered at the weigh in station. 

 Weighted At: used to display the time and date the wrestler weighed in. 

 Strapping: used to indicate if the wrestler has requested for strapping at the medical station. 

 TUE: used to indicate if the wrestler has handed in a TUE certificate at the medical station. 

 Medical Check: used to indicate if the wrestler has passed his medical check.  

 Verified: used to control the wrestler that successfully passed medical, weighed in and if a 

weight change was required that it was approved by the tournament secretary.  

 Withdraw: used to indicate when a wrestler has withdrawn from the tournament.  
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 Edit Button: used by the tournament secretary to edit any mistakes made through the medical 

and weigh in process.  

 

NOTE: the verified status can only be ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ (if not completed it is also seen as ‘No’). A 

wrestler will only be allocated to a pairing list if the verified status is ‘Yes’. For the status to be 

‘Yes’ the wrestler must have passed his medical and weighed in. If the wrestler made a weight 

change the tournament secretary MUST authorise the weigh change before the status will 

change to ‘Yes’.  

  

The “Order” filter on the far left of the screen is used to switch the order in which the list is displayed. 

You will notice that there are two options under this filter: “Reg” and “Final”. 

“Reg”: the order in which entries are displayed is based on the style and bracket the wrestler was 

entered for, in descending order based on the column named “Reg Bracket” 

 

 

“Final”: the order in which the entries are displayed are based on the style and bracket the wrestler is 

in after weigh in has been completed, in descending order based on the column named “Final 

Bracket”. 

 

 

The “Search” field next to the “Order” field is used to search for a specific entry based on the name 

and surname of the wrestler  
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The “Bracket” filter is used to filter based on the “Reg Bracket” column.  
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Generating and printing weigh in cards: 

Under the “Entries” screen you can print the weigh in cards by clicking on the green “Wrestlers Cards” 

button.  

 

Generating Official cards:  

Under the “Entries” screen you can print the Officials cards by clocking on the red “Officials Cards” 

button.  

 

Generating Team summaries:  

Under the “Entries: screen you can print team summaries by clicking on the dark blue “Team 

Summary” button.  

 

Generating your single weights list (“Enkle massa lys”): 

Under the “Entries: screen you can print a single weights list by clicking the green “Singles” button.  
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Generating a team entries list:  

Under the “Entries: screen you can print a team entries list containing the wrestlers entered for the 

tournament (sorted by teams) by clicking the light blue “Print Entries” button.  

 

 

Exporting entries to your computer in an excel sheet:  

Under the “Entries: screen you can export your entries by clicking the orange “Export Entries” button. 
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Late entries:  

Late entries can be done for both Officials and wrestlers. These late entries are done in the same 

manner as ordinary entries. To do a late entry select “Late Entry” or Official Late Entry” from the 

“Tournament Management” tab.  

 

 

Thereafter follow the same process as you would for entering a tournament.  

Editing strapping:  

Only the Tournament Administrator can edit or add strapping information. To edit strapping details 

select “Entries” under the “Tournament Management” tab.  

 

 

In the entries screen search for the wrestler who’s strapping needs to be edited. Type the name or 

surname of the wrestler in the search field and click the grey “search” button. 
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The system will display a list of wrestlers who have the same name or surname you entered into the 

search field. Click on the blue “Edit” button next to the wrestler who you want to edit strapping for.  

 

 

Edit the “strapping field and click on the blue “Update” button to accept the change.  

 

Zeroing weight:  

Only the Tournament Administrator can zero weight should the scale official make a mistake while 

entering the weight of a wrestler. To zero the weight go select “Entries” from the “Tournament 

Management” tab.  
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In the entries screen search for the wrestler who’s weight needs to be zeroed by typing in the name or 

surname in the search field and select the grey “Search” button.  

 

 

The system will display the list of entries that contain the same name or surname that you entered 

into the search field. Select the blue “Edit” button next to the wrestler’s row to zero his weight 

information.  

 

 

In the edit window select the red “Reset” button next to the weight and click the blue “Update” button.  

 

 

The wrestler must now return to the scale to be weighed again.   
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Verifying weight changes:  

If a wrestler as weighed in outside of the bracket that he has entered for he will have to do a weight 

change. Only the Tournament Admin can authorize the weight change before the “Verified” status will 

be set as Yes.  

  

NOTE: if this is not done the wrestler will not appear on any of the pairing lists and he will not 

be able to wrestle for the tournament.  

 

To authorise the weight change select “Weight Changes” under the “Tournament Management” tab. 

 

 

This will take you to the weight change screen. To verify a wrestlers weight change click on the green 

“Authorise” button next to his/her name. the status will then change to “Verified”. 

 

 

Printing a strapping list:  

To print a strapping list for the officials, medical personnel and tournament secretary select 

“Strapping” from the “Tournament Management” tab. 
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The system will display all the wrestlers strapping information entered during the medical examination 

or edited by the Tournament Administrator.  

 

 

To print the list right click anywhere on the screen and select print.  
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Balancing mat allocation after weigh in:  

During weigh in there might have been weight changes or wrestlers who failed, withdrew or did not 

show up for the tournament. This will mean that the pre-tournament mat allocation will no longer be 

balanced.   

 

The tournament secretary will have to rebalance the mat allocation after the scales close but 

BEFORE PAIRING IS DONE. 

 

NOTE: if a bracket did not have an entry before weight in has commenced and the pre-

tournament mat allocation was done, but during weight in a wrestler moved into this bracket it 

is very important to note that this bracket will NOT be allocated to a mat. Therefore if pairing is 

done before the final mat allocation is done this bracket will not be paired at all! 

 

To do the final mat allocation and balancing of the mat allocations select” 

“Mat Allocation” from the “Tournament Management” tab.  

 

 

To allocate and reallocate a bracket to a mat select the number representing the mat the bracket 

needs to move to. The system will recalculate the total number of wrestlers and matches and display 

it at the top of the screen.  
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The red “None” button removes the allocation for the bracket completely.  

 

 

At the top of the screen you can search for a specific bracket by using the tabs.  
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Doing grouping:  

In LTPD tournaments and tournaments with “open brackets” you will have to group wrestlers together 

before you can generate pairing.  

 

NOTE: if you have not grouped wrestlers together they will be left of the pairing sheets.  

 

To do the grouping select “LTPD Grouping” from the “Tournament Management” tab. 

 

 

This will take you to the LTPD Grouping window. The system will list all the wrestlers who have 

weighed in for LTPD or your “open brackets”.  

 

 

The system will highlight gender differences in red, to assist you in doing your grouping.  

 

 

To begin doing your grouping select the style and category you want to group using the tabs at the 

top of the screen. 
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The tab ladled “Weight Factor” is the amount of variation that the system will use to help you create 

the groups. The system uses this to highlight suggested groups for you who fall within a suggested 

bracket group.  

 

 

Once you select the style and category the system will display all the wrestlers weighed in for that 

style and category. The system has highlighted suggested groups for you in blue and then red. 

 

 

 

The second suggested group is not part of the first group because the wrestlers’ weight falls outside 

of the suggested weight variance (weight factor).  

 

To create a group tick the boxes next to the wrestlers you wish to group together. Then enter a “group 

name” in the group name tab and click the green “Create Group” button.  

 

 

Once the wrestlers have been grouped they will be highlighted in green.  
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Sometimes you might have to move a wrestler into a different group. This is often used with the LTPD 

wrestlers who have no one to wrestle in their age category but in another age category he/she has 

another wrestler to wrestle who has the same/lower weight. Generally it is preferred to match a 

younger wrestler with an older one only if the older wrestler weighs less than the younger one.  

 

To move a group select the wrestler you want to move. Then select the group from the “Bracket” tab 

and click on the blue “Move Group” button.  

 

 

NOTE: you have to group your single weights together for them to be included in the results 

and be on the single weights list. You also need to assign a group to a wrestler first before you 

can move them to a new group. 
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Doing the pairing for your tournament:  

After medical and weigh in is complete, your final mat allocation is done and you have done your 

grouping you will have to generate your pairing for the tournament. 

 

To do this select “Pairing” from the “Tournament Management” tab.  

 

 

This will open the pairing screen. To do your pairing click on the blue “Do Pairing” button. Before you 

have done the pairing the system will show a red “Not Paired” message under each mat.  

 

 

Once you have paired the system will show three buttons under each mat. The red “Clear Mat” will 

clear the pairing for that mat. The green “Write Mat” button will download the program. The yellow 

“View Mat” button will show you the pairing sheets for the mat.  

 

 

NOTE: you do not have to print your programs from this screen. You also don’t have to print 

the pairing sheets here. You can do this under the results screen, this is recommended as it 

saves time, is simpler and each mat admin can print their own programs and paring sheets.  
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Results:  

Under the results screen you can print all the programs for the mats, the pairing sheets and the score 

cards. In addition to this the mat admin uses this screen to verify the results that the referees have 

captured.  

 

The screen displays all the matches in a pairing sheet order. The matches therefore do not follow on 

each other. The list begins with one pairing sheet and all of the matches for that pairing sheet.  

 

 

The column labelled “#” is all the match numbers. The columns labelled “Red Wrestler” and “Blue 

Wrestler” contains all of the wrestler’s names as on the pairing sheet for that match.  

e.g. match 1 is between Tanique Jansen van van Rensburg and Andre de Klerk. Match 2 is between 

Pedre Pienaar and Aden Robinso. The next match (match 3) is under the next pairing sheet.  

 

 

At the top of the screen is a filter for the mat numbers. The system will display the pairing sheets for 

the mat you select.  
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The orange “Download Program” button will download the program if you use the old “TAS” program 

to do your pairing. However you do not need to use it as the system will continue pairing and updating 

the program as you capture results. All you need to do is click the red “Print Program” button when 

you are ready to send out a new program.  

 

 

You can view all of your Pairing sheets by clicking the green “View Mat” button.   

 

 

You can print out your score cards by clicking the orange “Print A4” button.  

 

 

NOTE: if you have SA pairing sheets on the mat some of the score cards will not be filled. 

Therefore only print till the first blank card to save paper, ink and time. 

 

The light blue button labelled “Gussie’s Knoppie” will display out the results for the tournament at the 

end of the day. You therefore don’t need to type out the results anymore.   

 

 

The light blue link at the top of each pairing sheet (before the group name) will display the specific 

pairing sheet. The type of sheet will also be displayed in brackets at the end of the group name. You 

can therefore print out the completed pairing sheet at the end of the day.  

 

 

You can print out a single score card by clicking the green “View” button next to the match you want 

to print out.  
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Verifying results:  

During the day the scoreboard program will automatically capture match results. The Admin official of 

each match needs to verify that the results reflected on the system are correct and match the results 

of the printed scorecard.  

 

 

Once you fetch the scorecard from the mat click on the orange “Results” button. Then compare the 

electronic scorecard to the printed one and correct when needed.  

When you are done click the “Save Results” button. 

 

 

 NOTE: the red “c” is for any cautions given in the match. If you have made a mistake you will 

have to click on the “clear” button and begin again for the round you cleared. ONCE YOU 

HAVE SAVED THE RESULT YOU CAN NOT UNDO THE SAVE! Therefore the mat admin MUST 

make sure she/he is capturing the correct match before they save.  

 

Some matches have not yet been paired. You will notice that these don’t have an orange “result” 

button and one or both of the wrestlers will be missing. This will change once the results needed for 

the match to be paired have been captured at the mat.  
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In the SA pairing sheets you might need to correct the systems pairing if you need to do a BYE swap 

or an ordinary swap at Trials. To do this you must click the blue “Edit” button next to the match you 

need to correct.  

 

 

This will open the edit window which will allow you to use the drop down list to select the correct 

wrestler for the match. When you are done click the blue “Update” button.  

 

 

NOTE: once again make sure you are editing the correct match. Team managers, wrestlers and 

parents can access the program via a link to a live program. This means that they can see 

changes as they happen.  

 

Once the pairing sheet has been completed the mat admin must do a positioning for the pairing sheet. 

To do this click the green “Position” button next to the group you need to position.  
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This will open the positioning screen. To position wrestlers click on the position number that you need 

to allocate each wrestler.  

 

 

If you have made a mistake you can remove a position number by clicking on the red cross.  
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Official clock in:  

At the beginning of the day officials must clock in. This is used for all tournament officials including 

coaches, team managers, mat officials and admin officials.  

 

To access the clock in function select “Official Clock in” from the “Tournament Management” tab.  

 

 

This will open the clock in function. To clock in simply scan your barcode.  

 

 

If the login was successful the system will display a welcome message and a list of officials who have 

clocked in.  
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Downloading the program at the mat:  

Enter the following link into the search engine: Emms.wrestling.org.za/public  

Then select the tournament you are at.  

 

 

This will open up the following window. The orange “results” button will show you the results of the 

tournament. Click the blue “Mat” button. This will display the mat program. 

 

 

To download the program click the green “Save Program” button. This button only displays once you 

have selected a mat.  

 

 

Once you have downloaded the program load it onto TAS to display.  

 

 


